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The optative is used only in Arcadian after the conditional el; in principal 
clauses only in Cyprian. Subject-infinitives are common to both dialects, 
but object-infinitives are found only in Cyprian. The v=ev (only Cyprian) 
H. with Fick connects with English up, not with Sk. ud (Baunack), nor 

with ava, avi (aFl=7-ri, ev; altro4og, compare iE7r3oS, `d6r/2oC and ai;76g). 
Perhaps the most surprising fact gleaned from an examination of the 

syntax of these semi-barbarous Greeks is that they spoke Greek so 'cor- 

rectly.' Many of the variations from the norm generally accepted seem 
to be due to ignorance, not to an inherited difference, and may therefore 

be justly looked upon as errors alone, such errors as one finds upon New 

England gravestones, possessing rather a psychological than an historical 
value. 

~---~- E. W. HOPKINS. 

Etymologisches Worterbuch der deutschen Sprache von FRIEDRICH KLUGE. 

5te verbesserte Auflage. I. Lieferung. Strassburg, 1891. 

The first part of the fifth edition of Kluge's Dictionary reaches from 'A' to 

'burschikos,' and has been enlarged from 47 pages in the fourth edition to 

sixty pages. A vast number of articles have been wholly or in part rewritten, 
and more than I30 new entries made. Of new articles, mostly with careful 

dates and copious references to New High German literature, we note Abbild, 

Abele, abonnieren, abschatzig, absolvieren, Abstecher, Abstimmung, Accent, 

Adamsapfel, an article of 41 lines; addieren, ade and adieu, Adjutant, Admi- 

ral, Adresse, Advocat, Affect, Agio, Agraffe, ihneln, Akt, Akten and Aktie, 

alert, Alkohol, alle sein, Allee, Aloe, Alt=alto, Altan, altfrinkisch, Altweiber- 

sommer, to which 26 lines are devoted; amarant, Amethyst, Amnestie, amu- 

sieren, Ananas, Anchovi, Anke', antik, Antipathie, Aeonen, Apanage, apart, 
Apfelsine, Apotheke, Appetit, a propos, Archiv, Arie, Arithmetik, Arkade, 

Armee, aromatisch, Arras, Arrest, Arsenal, Arsenik, Artillerie, Artischoke, 

Ather, Atlas, I and 2; Atout, Attentat, Audienz, Auktion, Autor. Baggage, 
Bagatelle, Bajonett, Ballade, Ballet, Ballon, Bambus, banal, Banane, Bandit, 

Bankelsinger, Bankerott, Baracke, Barriere, Barrikade, Basalt, Bassin, basta, 

Bataillon, Batterie, beiern, belfern, Belletrist, benedeien, Bergamotbirne, 
Best, Bibliothek, biderb, Bigamie, Bilanz, Billard, Billet, Biskuit, Bitze, 

Bivouak, bizarr, blamieren, Blankett, Blaustrumpf, Blockieren, bliimerant, Bo, 

Bockshorn, Bombe, Bonbon, Bon-mot, Boschung, Bouquet, boycotten, Brigade, 
brillant, Bronze, briinett, Btichel, Buchstabe and buchstabieren, Buchweizen, 
with very interesting historical remarks, Buhne, Biireau, Burger and burschikos. 

Special attention has been paid to the historic development of meanings. 
It is a pleasure to see the great many exact dates to the literature of the six- 

teenth and seventeenth century, which constituted a great desideratum in the 

preceding editions. The following words are the most noteworthy in this 

connection: Aalraupe, Aar, which has been enlarged from 9 lines to 52 ; Aber- 

glaube, Adebar, Adler, ihnlich, albern, Alkoven, Alp, Alpe, Ameise, Amsel, 

Arbeit, Assel, Auster, which has now 26 lines instead of 5; Ballast, Bankert, 

Bass, Bauten, Bazar, Beifuss, Beissker, Bellhammel, Bemme, Bernstein, bieder, 

Bill, blach, blass and Blasse, blond, Bock and Bocksbeutel, Bohnhase, Boot, 

brav, Bucht, Buhle, Biuhne and bummeln. 

Many native compounds and dialect words are taken up in the body of the 
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articles or as independent paragraphs. We quote especially as new: abhold, 
Abseite, anderweit, anheimeln, Anhbhe, anstellig, anzetteln, anziehend, auf- 
horen, aufst6bern, aufwiegeln, Ausbund, ausmerzen, a word we missed in the 
fourth edition; ausstaffieren, behelligen, bescheren, bewahrheiten, bislang, 
Bocksbeutel. 

We notice with great satisfaction the treatment of such words as Abt, Admi- 
ral, Alkohol, Aloe, Amber, Anker<ay/cvpa, Aprikose, a new article of 36 lines; 
Arrak, Artischoke, Atlas I and 2, Bank I and 2; Amulet has again found its 
place in this edition; baar is treated under bar, and besser has received a 
better discussion. Auerhahn and Auerochs form two separate articles, as they 
should be, since Auer is not the same in both words; the same is the case with 
Bande I and 2; Bock has now three separate numbers with Bocksbeutel as a 
fourth, instead of one in the fourth. About 15 numbers have been silently 
dropped: Ahmen, Balester, Bede, Bifang, bletzen, boll, Bram, Brahne, Breme, 
brinnen, Bulle (2)=Engl. bottle, and bumbsen. The same is the case with 
Aschenbrbdel, Aschermittwoch and Aschlauch, but I hope that these will 
again be found in the sixth edition. 

The dialect and slang words are now marked with a dagger Such arc: 
Ahren, Amman, Ammeister, Anke I and 2, Atte, Aue, Baas, where reference 
might be made to our American 'boss'; bagern, Barme, bauchen, Baude, Beck, 
Beffchen, beiern, Beige, belemmern, Benne, benschen, berappen beschum- 
meln, beschuppen, Besing, besulbern, betuchen, beuchen, Beunde, Beute (I), 
bidmen, Bitze, Blaker, Blust, Bolchen, Bragen, brenzeln, Buhne, Buhre and 
Bulge. 

Aber-=aber, free, clear, laid open, is possibly connected with the obso- 
lete English abere=clear, evident, notorious; afern is justly marked as 
dialect form. It is true that Bai I and 2 have been associated in English and 
in German, but it is not proved that they were originally identical. It is hoped 
that the sixth edition will improve a number of articles scarcely touched in 
this edition. Such are: Alabaster, Alchirnie, Almanach, Armbrust, Balsam, 
Barett, Barke, Becher, Behbrde, Bombasin, which goes back to Armenian bam- 
bak, Persian panba; for Bombast I refer again to Lagarde, Gott. Gel. Anz. 1887, 
p. 301, rem. Adebar is explained in Lagarde, Armenische Studien, No. 1358. 

I should like to see Ampel carried back to Greek aipoperC, and Weigand 
might be consulted for the verb baggern, which is missed by the side of Bagger. 
Beryll<Skt. vaidcurya, Lagarde tells us, means the Vidurian stone. I miss the 
words befahren, betatigen, Branntwein and bresthaft. Under Ast we find now 
the correct form 6a6do instead of 6o0og. Attention may be called to the typo- 
graphical error on p. 37 b, brt instead of bert. The new arrangement of writ- 

ing homonyms Alant1, Alant2 instead of I. Alant and 2. Alant is a decided 

improvement. 
Editor and publisher are heartily to be congratulated for keeping the dic- 

tionary up to the times. It was a needless as well as useless undertaking to 
translate the fourth edition into English, needless because all who have occa- 
sion to use Kluge must know German enough to need no translation, useless 
in view of the fact that this fifth edition renders antiquated all the preceding 
ones. If any edition is to be indexed or translated it is this fifth edition, so 

greatly enlarged and so thoroughly revised. 
W. MUSS-ARNOLT. 
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